As part of Fermentation Fest & the D Composition Project of the Wormfarm Institute, Graminy will premiere

Germinations: A Bluegrass Symphony in D
celebrating the live culture of our relationship to land and life

Saturday, October 13th, 3:30pm
in St. Boniface Church in Lime Ridge,
WI, 10 miles west of Reedsburg
$8 ($5 for children and students)

AND

Saturday, October 20th, 8 pm
Mills Hall UW-Madison Campus, 445 N. Park St
$10 ($8 student) at the door

Co-sponsored by the Wormfarm Institute, the Aldo Leopold Foundation and the Center for Integrated Agricultural Systems of the UW College of Agricultural and Life Sciences, Wisconsin Farmers Union and the Milk Marketing Board

www.graminy.net